Characteristics of CT Perfusion Parameters of Focal Pancreatic Lesions and Data Comparison of Different Algorithms.
Objective To characterize the CT perfusion parameters of focal pancreatic lesions including pancreatic cancers (PACs) and pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors (pNETs),estimate the confirmity and fungibility of parameters obtained from Deconvolution and Maximum slope+Patlak.Methods From December 2015 to November 2016,22 patients with PACs and 22 patients with pNETs(37 lesions confirmed by surgery and biopsy)underwent preoperative whole-pancreas CT perfusion in our center. The volume perfusion CT of the entire pancreas was performed at 80 kV and 100 mA,using 28 consecutive volume measurements and intravenous injection of 45 ml of iodinated contrast and saline at a flow rate of 5 ml/s. One experienced radiologists measured and recorded the CT perfusion parameters on Siemens post-processing workstation using two mathematical methods:Maximum slope+Patlak analysis versus Deconvolution method.ResultsWilcoxon matched-pairs test revealed significant difference between both pairs of the perfusion measurements by the two methods,PACs(BFM vs. BFD,Z=-3.263,P=0.001;BVD vs. BVP,Z=-3.978,P=0.000); pNETs(BFM vs. BFD,Z=-5.212,P=0.000;BVD vs. BVP,Z=-2.633,P=0.008). Spearman's correlation coefficient showed both pairs of perfusion measurements significantly correlated with each other in PACs (BFM vs. BFD,r=0.845,P=0.000;BVD vs. BVP,r=0.964,P=0.000) and pNETs(BFM vs. BFD,r=0.759,P=0.000),BVD vs. BVP,r=0.683,P=0.000). Geometric mean BFM/BFD ratio in PACs was 0.77 (range:0.61-0.99),while geometric mean BVD/BVP ratio was 1.42 (range:1.13-1.79),within 95% limits of agreement. Geometric mean BFM/BFD ratio in pNETs was 0.66 (range:0.51-0.86),while geometric mean BVD/BVP ratio was 1.15 (range:0.88-1.50),within 95% limits of agreement. Conclusion sSignificantly different CT perfusion values of blood flow and blood volume were obtained by Deconvolution-based and Maximum slope+Patlak-based algorithms in the pNETs and PACs. They correlated significantly with each other. Two perfusion-measuring algorithms are interchangeable because the ranges of the conversion factors are narrow.